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DRAFT 
 

 
 
The CRNM presents its preliminary report on Key Issues and Recommendations from its workshop 
for creative industries stakeholders on The Impact of Trade and Technology on Caribbean Creative Industries.  
We hope that it adequately reflects your inputs and discussions. We ask that you review this 
document and send your written suggestions and modifications to us as soon as possible. If we do 
not hear from you by November 16th we will assume that this document adequately reflects the 
discussions at the workshop. 
 
We will use this document as the basis for further analysis and a CRNM paper on relevant issues 
facing the Creative Industries for discussion at upcoming CARICOM meetings with culture and 
trade officials as well as Ministers of Culture and Trade.  
 
We take this opportunity to extend our thanks to the lead presenters and panelists and all 
participants for stimulating insightful discussions. 
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I. CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES FOR CREATIVE INDUSTRIES 
 
 

1. A common theme throughout the workshop was that the region’s cultural or creative 
industries are already very important and have the potential of adding significant new 
economic value to Caribbean economies. For instance, the global market for reggae music is 
estimated to be worth about US$300 million; the music industry in Barbados accounts for 
about US$15 million). Creative industries provide avenues for engaging youths and guarding 
against hopelessness and crime in some societies. Industries such as music, performing and 
visual arts, broadcasting and media, publishing, among others, can create new jobs, increase 
exports and improve the social and economic welfare of Caribbean peoples. However, the 
creative industries need to be embraced by governments and recognized for their 
contribution to Caribbean society and economy. 

 
2. There is an urgent need to put in place the appropriate regulatory and policy measures to 

develop the enabling environment for creative industries in this region to realize their full 
growth potential as viable businesses.   

 
3. New digital technologies and the convergence of media (Internet, TV, phone, etc.) are 

significantly restructuring how creative expressions can be developed, distributed and 
marketed (music, film, books, etc.). They provide tremendous potential for the suppliers of 
Caribbean cultural goods and services to penetrate markets globally and regionally. However, 
the region is behind in the diffusion of such technologies due to their high cost and 
inadequate telecommunications infrastructure. At the same time, developed countries that 
utilize the technologies can supply their cultural products and services throughout the 
Caribbean with little constraints. This problem must be urgently addressed by governments 
in CARICOM states so that the creative sector can take advantage of new technologies. 

 
4. External trade negotiations must provide avenues for maximizing trade in creative sectors by 

securing greater and wider market access for Caribbean cultural goods and services, 
protecting heritage and building Caribbean brands.  At the same time, domestic policy space 
must be maintained for governments to support this sector.  

 
5. CARICOM governments need to place a higher priority on the development and export 

capacity of the creative industries. This must be better appreciated both by governments and 
by the aggregate Caribbean business and academic communities. There needs to be more 
current data and market research on the contribution of all the creative sectors to Caribbean 
economies, and a reflection of this contribution in industrial policy at the national and 
regional level. Further, governments and to a certain extent the private sector, need to take a 
less fragmented approach to the industry. There is fragmentation not only in cultural policy, 
but equally in the way we market, and distribute cultural products and services globally. 

 
6. In order for the creative industries to grow and improve the quality of their products and 

services, it is critical for governments to invest in education and training to broaden and 
deepen the skills base in all areas of cultural activities. This should include the creative as 
well as the technical aspects of production of cultural goods and services.  
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7. The creative industries across the Caribbean need to organize themselves into associations 

so that they can articulate their interests to policymakers and address commercial and other 
issues. The example of CAPNET in the case of the publishing industry is instructive in this 
regard. 

 
Finance for Cultural Industries 
 

1. To develop and take advantage of export markets, all of the creative sectors need access to 
development financing on a concessionary basis. But banks and other financial institutions in 
the Caribbean are very reluctant to fund creative activities; furthermore, they seem unable to 
value intellectual property or capital and insist on traditional collateral. This makes it almost 
impossible to finance the development of creative industries whose wealth is intellectual and 
not physical. The Caribbean creative industries will require intensive capitalization in order 
to be properly launched on the global market - this will require strong political support and 
capital output from governments. This money can take the form of grants, incubator 
funding, or a “creative industries bond” provided by banking institutions but backed by 
governments of the region. Another option is to create a special venture capital fund for the 
cultural sector. 

 
2. The challenge for Caribbean financial institutions is to find a way to allocate resources from 

their profits to finance the development of creative firms. There are numerous opportunities 
in the creative sector that could be profitable but every creative venture will not be profitable 
and many may not be profitable in the short term. Creative activities are worthy of support 
because they preserve and develop Caribbean identity and culture and have a social value 
beyond profit. Furthermore, the modern global consumer seeks differentiated and authentic 
experiences of other cultures.  

 
3. New innovative ideas are needed to address the financial needs of cultural industries. It is 

important to study and learn new business models that can educate financiers about novel 
ways of doing business in the technological environment, by examining success stories in the 
creative sector.  Governments need to play a role in facilitating this. At the same time, 
however, the banking sector still needs to be assured that stakeholders and members of the 
creative sector are well equipped to manage their businesses, and have a quality product or 
service that could be internationally competitive.  

 
Intellectual Property Issues 
 

1. The future prosperity and growth of all Caribbean creative industries depends intimately on 
the protection of intellectual property rights and the enforcement of those rights. 

 
2. The issue of piracy needs to be addressed squarely and perhaps differently, so that the public 

understands its harmful effects on creators, and the practice of pirating becomes socially 
unacceptable to the consuming public. In addition, the new intellectual property regimes 
being put in place in CARICOM states must find a way to protect against piracy in digital 
media so that creative businesses can take advantage of opportunities in the regional and 
global marketplace. 
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3. The Caribbean music industry needs to consider collectively how to address the issue of 
“unfairness” that characterizes the treatment of artists internationally due to their small 
volume. This is reflected in the lack of interest by the major collection societies in large 
countries to capture airplay and live performance statistics for Caribbean music played 
overseas. As a result they do not receive royalty payments. The Caribbean on the other hand 
collects and distributes significant royalty payments abroad. Many collection societies are 
private entities. The question then becomes whether this area can be effectively addressed 
through trade negotiations. 

 
4. A major hurdle for small Caribbean businesses is the threat of lawsuits for infringement of/ 

protection of intellectual property rights. On many occasions, Caribbean copyright or 
trademarks are clearly being infringed, but the cost of defending rights is too high and time 
consuming. If the Caribbean firms banded together, this could defray individual litigation 
costs, and send a strong signal to the international community of Caribbean solidarity 

 
Other Issues 
 

1. The creative industries must recognize the huge potential that exists for independent 
suppliers through e-commerce opportunities, which have to be facilitated by an enabling 
environment for information and communication technologies (ICT) provided by 
governments of the region. This new marketing medium not only provides access to new, 
and more distant markets and more diverse consumers, it also provides the means for the 
industry to be more in control of the distribution, accounting and tracking of its products 
and services. Furthermore, e-commerce provides cash in advance, and can improve the cash 
flow of creative businesses – a very critical variable for economic success. 

 
2. Despite the opportunities afforded by the new ICT technologies, Caribbean cultural 

businesses will always be relatively small, and will always face huge distribution, marketing 
and advertising costs internationally. There must be more thought given on a regional basis, 
to branding Caribbean products and services in an attractive and marketable way, that makes 
the creative industries immediately recognizable for their distinctiveness and quality 
assurance. There must similarly be more emphasis on the need to distribute and market 
Caribbean products collaboratively in international markets.  

 
3. The creative industries must also understand the linkages that can and must be made with 

other sectors in the economy, such as the tourism, ICT, recreation/sports, sectors, among 
others, in order to collectively brand the Caribbean, and maximize opportunities for vertical 
linkages abroad. 

 
 
II. TRADE-RELATED ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
 
 

1. There is urgent need in the Caribbean to ensure coherence among national, regional and 
international initiatives to liberalize trade in goods and services so that the interests of the 
creative industries are optimized. Consultations with the industry across CARICOM are 
critical elements of any trade strategy. 
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2. Strong negotiating positions by the CRNM, must be informed by a strong lobby of the local 
and regional private sector. The region’s cultural industries must therefore formalize and 
institutionalize their voice so that, among other things, their positions on trade negotiations 
are heard. Further, the CRNM’s negotiating stance can be better informed by contributions 
from organizations dealing with specific issues such as the Caribbean Copyright Link. 

 
3. The region must concentrate on capturing intra regional markets before we look externally. 

More emphasis also needs to be placed on entering trade agreements with developing 
countries, such as in Africa, and the French DOMs (Martinique, Guadeloupe, etc). It would 
be worthwhile to explore more fully possibilities for South-South trade in cultural products 
and services in the context of EU/ACP negotiations.  

 
4. National governments need to reduce the high duties charged on key inputs of the creative 

sectors, as well as electronic items that are indispensable to the ICT /audiovisual sectors - 
computers, laptops, video cameras, etc. At the regional level the creation of the CARICOM 
Single Market should ensure that there is a seamless market for all cultural goods and 
services. 

 
5. The Caribbean needs to place greater emphasis in negotiations with Europe on services 

industries, and in particular cultural industries, especially in light of the specific provisions in 
the Cotonou Agreement (Article 27). There should be greater dissemination of information 
on funding for cultural initiatives under the Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) 
process. 

 
6. There is a need for a greater transfer of technology to be enabled and facilitated through 

trade agreements.  Caribbean negotiators need to be innovative in finding ways to 
incorporate such provisions into any market access commitments granted to foreigners who 
invest in our creative industries. 

 
7. The negotiated trade agreements must leave adequate policy space for Caribbean 

governments to support the creative sectors through government incentives, subsidies, and 
local content rules that promote the development, broadcasting and air time of local and 
regional programmes and products 

 
8. Intellectual property rights are often incorporated into trade agreements, largely pursuant to 

lobbying by stakeholders in developed countries. CARICOM must equally use the trade 
agreements to seek to capture economic value for our own indigenous cultural symbols and 
manifestations. 

 
9. The CSME will enable the “free movement” of certain categories of persons (such as 

musicians and artistes) within the Caribbean region. It is vital that the regional definitions of 
these categories are compatible with similar definitions used in international treaties and 
agreements to ensure that there is coherence in treatment of these persons.  

 
10. A key issue that still needs to be resolved by CARICOM is how should cultural goods and 

services be treated in trade agreements. The approaches from Europe and Canada suggest 
that we shield them from the trade rules completely.  These countries have particular 
concerns about dominance of their local industries by the US entertainment industry. The 
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Caribbean shares some of these concerns but must balance these with its desire to promote 
its culture through market access opportunities that could arise through trade negotiations. 
There must also be more debate within the region on the draft UNESCO Convention on 
Cultural Diversity, which may have repercussions for trade.  

 
11. CARICOM Member States should not make any further market access commitments in 

culture-related services in the WTO or any other negotiating forum until CARICOM has 
collectively decided on its approach to culture and trade issues.  

 
 
III. THE MUSIC SECTOR 
 

1. The music industry of the Caribbean can be considered the flagship industry for the region’s 
creative sector, because it has achieved international recognition and respect that is, to date, 
unmatched by any other cultural sector. There may be valuable lessons to be learned by all of 
the creative sectors from the successes and failures of this sector, throughout its 
development and evolution in the international arena. 
 

2. In spite of the emerging CSME, there appears to be an incoherent approach within 
CARICOM towards the rules of origin, and duties applied on cultural/ music products. For 
instance, although cassettes and vinyls benefit from special treatment in CARICOM, there 
are still very high duties and charges in some Member States on new media for music such as 
CDs (or DVDs). High duties on CDs among CARICOM states also mean that legitimate 
Caribbean music CDs are more expensive and this fuels the piracy industry in the region and 
negatively affects artists and musicians. This situation should be addressed immediately.  
 

3. CARICOM States must consider adopting a harmonized approach towards the application 
of withholding taxes on fees for performances and royalties for music by other CARICOM 
nationals in their countries. Firstly, it appears that different withholding tax rates are applied 
to different CARICOM nationals within the region.  Secondly, by virtue of existing bilateral 
tax treaties between some CARICOM governments and some developed countries, there is 
no withholding tax on royalties collected within CARICOM states for nationals of these 
developed countries; this means that non-CARICOM nationals are treated more favourably 
than our own.  
 

4. The small size of the Caribbean music industry, the dominance of the “majors” operating 
out of developed countries, as well as the opportunities arising from the new digital 
environment, mean that Caribbean governments must move quickly to create better 
regulated, but liberalized ICT and telecommunications services. The region’s negotiating 
priorities in telecommunications must be on providing cheaper, high quality access to the 
digital technology, especially broadband. 

 
5. In approaching negotiations, trade officials must be cognizant of the close linkages between 

music and the other creative sub-sectors (e.g., the audio-visual sector), as well as with other 
service sectors (e.g., tourism). This will ensure that negotiations are approached holistically, 
and with a clear appreciation of the inextricable link between the creative sector and other 
sectors in Caribbean economies.  
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6. The stakeholders and constituents of the Caribbean music industry must create a platform 
within the region that allows the industry to recognize and value itself, and which will 
provide a strong base from which aspiring Caribbean   musicians and artistes can launch into 
international stardom. It would be worthwhile for the sector to organize and promote itself 
through the establishment of a Caribbean Music Chart, which records and highlights 
frequency of airplay and the volume of sales of Caribbean music within the region.  

 
 
IV. AUDIO-VISUAL/MEDIA SECTOR 
 

1. The domination of the media environment in the developing regions of the world by global 
corporations and their strategic local partners has accelerated since the 1980s. The present 
saturation of foreign content in the regional media has in turn stymied the growth and 
competitiveness of Caribbean audiovisual producers in the market place. Equally important 
is the influence on our cultural values. At issue in the Caribbean is the crisis of expression 
and lack of access to media platforms by consumers and content producers alike. In this 
regard, stakeholders in the creative industries are of the view that the regional broadcasting 
and media institutions have not met the challenges of charting a course that is in step with 
the rapidly changing environment nor have they fulfilled adequately their respective roles. 

 
2. Despite the international convergence of media and content, and its spin-off effect on audio-

visual, broadcast and telecommunications policies in other countries, CARICOM media and 
broadcast policy is lagging behind. The region as a whole has not begun discussion on the 
new role and function of the media in the digital, knowledge-based environment. In 
addition, many CARICOM governments still have not put in place proper broadcast policies 
that incorporate effective regulatory controls and domestic content requirements, and which 
will allow the region to express and educate itself through the media. 

 
3. In the context of the CARICOM Single Market (CSME), a harmonized audio-visual policy 

should form an integral part of the new regional legislative and regulatory ICT framework 
being developed presently to include but not limited to: (a) content requirements/regulations 
and incentives; (b) incentive projects aimed at concurrently upgrading skills, stimulating 
production, developing distribution and promotion capacity; and (c) an urgent need to 
identify and develop niches.  

 
4. The regional ICT strategy being presently developed must ensure sustainable capacity to 

apply ICTs to create competitive advantage for the region’s creative industries. Other key 
policy interventions must also be adopted. ICTs must be used to uplink Caribbean video, 
film, music and cultural products as a means of breaking telecolonial dependence and 
constraints. 

 
5. Addressing development and trade issues in the broadcast and cable sectors requires detailed 

information on current realities in specific media markets and in-depth and far-ranging 
economic and market structure surveys to look at consumer consumption habits, media 
ownership rules and the future of the broadcast sector. It is proposed that CARICOM 
governments facilitate the establishment of a Media Ownership Task Force to study the 
many ramifications of this sector within the new ICT environment. The Task Force should 
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include stakeholders from industry, artists, entertainers, labour, consumers, regulators, policy 
makers and academia. 

 
6. CARICOM governments should ensure that low cost, high-speed, broad band networks are 

in place to facilitate the development of the Caribbean media and entertainment sectors. 
 

7. The Caribbean audio-visual sector has advanced to a stage where there is an international 
demand for film, videos and news items produced in the region. Greater emphasis must be 
placed on promoting, marketing and distributing quality programmes. As distribution from 
the region is still very expensive, there is commercial advantage in Caribbean producers and 
Caribbean cable stations establishing themselves in the markets where demand is greatest. 
Negotiators must therefore place high priority on creating a favourable regulatory and 
administrative environment for the establishment of Caribbean cable and television stations 
abroad. Further, the fact that distribution channels to main markets remain difficult and 
costly underscores the need for greater collaboration among the Caribbean’s audio-visual 
sector to share the costs of distribution, and the need for the audio-visual sector to use the 
available technology such as live web streaming of Caribbean programmes on the internet. 

 
8. CARICOM governments must provide greater incentives for locals to establish   indigenous 

stations that truly reflect and promote Caribbean expression. Many CARICOM countries 
already grant de facto market access to foreigners wishing to own and operate cable stations, 
so that the foreigners should now be encouraged to enter joint ventures with local operators, 
and thereby bring technologies and additional expertise to the region in the audio-visual 
sector. 

 
9. Whilst Caribbean businesses must assist in the financing of Caribbean programmes, news 

and films, CARICOM governments can also stimulate the growth of the audio-visual sector 
through negotiation of co-production agreements with governments of developed countries 
like the EU, US and Canadian. This would open up marketing and distribution channels for 
Caribbean films and programmes in these countries, as well as facilitate the exchange of 
experience, equipment and skills between Caribbean and foreign film and production crews.  

 
10. Despite the goal of free movement of persons in the region, and in particular the category of 

media persons and artistes, CARICOM journalists still encounter problems when travelling 
with their necessary equipment within the region. This situation must be urgently addressed 
to ensure the free and fast flow of news and information about current events across the 
region.  

 
 
V. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTMENT 
 

1. A few Caribbean businesses from the creative sectors have done well internationally, despite 
little government support, thanks to perseverance, innovation and use of new technologies. 
From their experience, business sees as key to the successful marketing of Caribbean 
products and services, the creation of a recognizable, quality Caribbean ‘brand or logo’. The 
idea of a Caribbean brand must be supported and endorsed by CARICOM governments, 
and the region must begin thinking creatively of how to use its limited resources collectively 
to market itself abroad. (Some suggestions included using regional airlines as billboards for 
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the promotion of Caribbean culture; using Caribbean music as flagship for other sectors; 
creating a Caribbean Hall of Fame; creating an internationally acclaimed SOCA Awards etc.) 

 
2. The region needs to begin teaching our people to appreciate and buy local and regional 

products and services. Governments must be instrumental and lead this initiative by 
providing incentives to the local creative sector, and through the active promotion of 
Caribbean products in markets across the region.  

 
3. Increasingly, and especially in light of the upcoming FTAA, CARICOM businesses are 

having to comply with onerous registration requirements and rigorous standards in order to 
enter Latin American and other markets. Greater attention needs to be paid in the 
negotiations to the necessity of some of these requirements, which often act as non-trade 
barriers. 

 
4. Whilst small businesses in the Caribbean cannot compete on size, the new marketing and 

advertising opportunities online are allowing many of them to turn a profit. Businesses in the 
region need to adapt to and exploit new technologies as these allow relatively small providers 
to become more visible and internationally competitive.  

 
5. In light of the new initiatives under the CSME for the free movement of capital within the 

region, CARICOM policy makers must ensure that capital is accessible by any CARICOM 
national or business from any other CARICOM state. 

 
 

VI. THE PUBLISHING AND PRINTING SECTOR 
 

1. The publishing and printing industry of the region is faced with inconsistencies in the 
regulatory and tax policies affecting the sector. In particular, although no duties are applied 
to books imported in hard copy, the same is not true of production inputs such as 
components that make up the books, or where the book manuscript is stored in a different 
medium (for instance a CD). The same is also true for artwork or photographs. This does 
not seem to be the case however, in other countries, where no taxes are applied on books 
either in electronic or printed form. Magazine publishers also face the constraint of high 
taxation and import duties on Caribbean magazines printed overseas. 

 
2. Another major problem facing the sector concerns the high shipping costs associated with 

transporting books and magazines to and from the Caribbean. Because books are very heavy 
cargo, they cannot be easily transported by air, so printers and publishers must rely on 
maritime transport, which is slow as typical orders to retailers in export markets are never 
large enough to benefit from container loads. This means that shipments in and out of the 
region are often late and expensive. This problem must be a priority area for attention by 
CARICOM governments in negotiations on maritime transport services. 

 
3. As with the Music sector, more attention has to be paid to enactment and enforcement of 

copyright legislation, but there must be a special emphasis on book piracy, which is a 
growing problem in the region. 
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4. In order to access expensive book and magazine markets overseas, it is vital that the region’s 
publishing industry minimize costs through collective distribution, and by exploring 
possibilities for co-publishing agreements with publishers established overseas. Other 
alternatives for cutting costs are being provided by technological developments such as 
printing on demand, or offering consumers books in electronic form. 

 
 
VII. GLAMOUR/FASHION SECTOR 
 

1. As with the creative sectors, marketing and distribution are key to the Caribbean 
glamour/fashion industry’s international competitiveness, but it is people who must 
physically move across borders to provide these services. One of the main concerns for the 
industry is the ability and ease with which persons can cross borders. Traditionally, this has 
not been problematic, but there are new security concerns in light of September 11th 2001. 
Caribbean negotiators should therefore aim to secure improved temporary entry (Mode 4) 
for Caribbean models and glamour professionals into the main export markets. 

 
2. As with other sectors, a major obstacle to the glamour industry’s further growth is the lack 

of adequate finance and venture capital in the region. 
 

3. The industry would benefit from new online marketing opportunities, the development and 
promotion of a collective Caribbean brand, and from forming strategic linkages with thriving 
Caribbean sectors like tourism, which will raise the sector’s profile and increase market 
penetration. The fashion industry must also take advantage of new possibilities provided by 
outsourcing some of the work at various stages in the production line. In addition, the sector 
sees as beneficial the establishment of a regional fashion/glamour association, and is in the 
process of creating one.  

 
 
VIII. DANCE, THEATRE, PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS 
 

i. The Performing Arts need to be recognized as a separate and distinct sector that is a tradable 
service within and outside the region. There is a high degree of linkage with other 
subsectors, such as recorded and electronic print, music, tourism and merchandising, but the 
sector has its own peculiarities that deserve greater governmental attention in their own 
right.  

 
ii. The dance/theatre/performing arts sector will require greater attention by CARICOM 

governments in order to grow. Nevertheless, the sector needs to represent and manage itself 
internationally, and this could be facilitated through the establishment of a Council that 
assists artistes in overcoming barriers to entry overseas. 

 
iii. More emphasis has to be placed on empowering stakeholders to access information and 

manage the industry as a business. The region’s stakeholders need to be better informed of 
opportunities and funds available through donor agencies and institutions. 

 
iv. As with the other sectors, there is a need for governments to reduce taxes on electronic and 

other inputs vital to the sector’s development, and reduce the cost of broadband Internet 
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access. Governments should also put in place special incentives and tax breaks for the 
performing arts. 
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